Cancer cachexia therapy: a key weapon in the fight against cancer.
Cachexia affects millions of cancer patients around the world. Though its causes are poorly understood, its devastating impact on the patient and their loved ones underscore the urgency of this unmet medical need. Recent research efforts suggest multiple body systems are dysregulated in cachexia, not only increasing the challenge in effectively treating the disease but also expanding the opportunities for intervention. Agents as diverse as anti-inflammatory monoclonal antibodies and novel anabolic small molecules are under clinical evaluation for their ability to prevent and treat wasting. The therapies evaluated to date range in their ability to improve appetite, mitigate weight loss and reverse undesirable changes in body composition and physical function. An increased understanding of cancer cachexia, both mechanistically and its impact on cancer patients' struggle with their disease, has resulted in diverse therapeutic concepts. Recent clinical efforts demonstrate progress with novel therapies but fall short of effectively treating most cachectic patients and highlight a clear need for further research. Given the inherent heterogeneity of cancer patients and the significant impact of muscle wasting on morbidity and mortality, continued research efforts are critical in developing effective therapies to prevent and treat cancer cachexia.